PROJECTS & TECHNIQUES
Product tech – rasps and files

When
square
gets
boring

will have one round and one straight face
and a tapered tip that will allow for various
applications. That said, though, having
recently got more into wood sculpture,
spoon carving and saw handle making,
I’ve since added a few different profiles
to my collection – just to add some diversity.
Do not waste your money on cheap DIY
store files and rasps. There may be names
you recognise, but more likely than not,
those formerly US-made, quality companies
have moved their factories abroad and their
quality plummeted. Just for the purposes
of this article, I bought a £5 rasp set from
Home Depot, some cheap Mexican-made
Nicholson files and a slightly more expensive,
Chinese-made rasp-shaped object from the
Lee Valley catalogue. Using these ‘tools’
reminded me why I so often hear people
say hand tool woodwork is slow, inefficient
and entirely unenjoyable. In my search, I
did, however, find a whole box of ‘New Old
Stock’ US-made Nicholson files and rasps
for a song and they are a delight to use.

A note on
rasp-making

Anne Briggs Bohnett takes an
in-depth look at using rasps
and files to add all kinds of
design features to spice up
your woodworking projects
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T

he traditional approach to hand
tool woodwork leads us to become
obsessed with ‘square’. Our boards
need to be perfectly square and true before
we can cut dovetails or our joinery, and
inevitably, our projects all end up square.
Using rasps and files, one can ease an
edge, round a corner, add a curve and do
all manner of things that can add depth and
interest to a finished piece. Rasps are very
handy for shaping and quick removal of
material. If you care to delve into the curvier
side of woodworking, then grab a rasp and
have a go.
Files, which have long been used in the
workshop for sharpening saws, axes, auger
bits, etc., also excel at overcoming wood.
Clean up a rough surface with just a file or
follow your rasp with a few strokes of the file
and shorten your sanding time significantly.

Which rasps do
I need?

All manner of rasps and files, new and old
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One quality rasp will serve you well your whole life

Your rasp toolkit will vary depending on the
tasks you desire to tackle with them, but I
would highly recommend you start with one,
high quality, general purpose rasp, a 230280mm, 9-11 grain cabinetmaker’s rasp,
play with it for a bit and then decide which
other rasps you may need. I truly believe I
could get by with one 255mm, 9 grain Auriou
rasp for the rest of my furniture-making life.
A high quality cabinetmaker’s rasp is likely
all the occasional user will ever need. It
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Rasps, at a quick glance, look somewhat
similar to files. Files are made by
machines and have long, even teeth
that run their width. They cut slowly and
their long, even teeth have a tendency to
follow the grain instead of one’s intended
direction of cut. High quality rasps, on
the other hand, have many tiny teeth that
are cut by hand. The word ‘grain’ with
regard to rasps refers to the number of
teeth – 1 is very coarse, 15 very fine.
A lower grain rasp will cut quickly but
leave a rougher finish. Conversely, a
fine grain rasp will cut slowly but leave a
nicer finish. For woodworking purposes,
8-15 grain rasps are the most useful.
The random tooth pattern that results
from cutting rasp teeth by hand gives the
user more control over the rasp. Instead
of even teeth following the grain of the
wood, random teeth overcome the wood.
Recently, the Italian company Corradi
has developed a CNC program that
is able to cut a fairly random tooth
pattern for rasps. These are by far the
best machine-cut rasps I’ve used, and
for basic applications, the differences
between their cabinetmaker’s rasp and
say, my hand-cut Auriou rasps are slight.
If you are looking for a quality, affordable
option, Corradi is a good one.

Corradi vs Auriou – a more affordable alternative
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Don’t waste your money on cheap copycats

Giving old files and rasps new life

Old to new toolkit

Antique files and rasps are quite literally
everywhere and can be purchased
very cheaply. Though I’ve yet to find a
vintage rasp that comes anywhere near
my Aurious in quality, old, pre-WWII
Nicholson and other American, English
and Swiss made files and rasps, if not
already used to completion or ruined
by rust, can be extremely useful in the
woodworking shop. Often, you can clean,
sharpen and get them in good working
condition with very little time or effort.
My favourite method is to use a plastic
brush, dish soap and warm water to
remove as much of the surface grime and
rust as possible. Then an overnight soak
in vinegar, followed by another brushing
and a second soak should have your old
file working just like new. The vinegar

will dissolve the rust and expose sharp
new teeth. Rinse off all the vinegar, pat
dry, give it a quick spritz of your favourite
woodworking tool oil – I use jojoba – to
prevent further rust, and it will be ready
to be put back to work.
Vinegar is cheap and that’s why I like it,
but why waste it? Use minimal amounts
of vinegar by making up a soaking vat
shaped just like your files with some
scrap PVC pipe and a cap. If there are
any especially persistent wood shavings
clogging your rasps and files that the
brush just can’t seem to get, a product
called CMT blade and bit cleaner works
fantastically. It is widely available and
a quick spritz followed by a thorough
brushing should have your tool free of
clogs and ready to go back to work
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Making a sculpted spoon with just one rasp and a file
To use your rasp with the most control
possible, secure your workpiece in a vice,
with holdfasts, or friction and fairy dust,
whichever you prefer. Hold the rasp or file
handle with your dominant hand and use your
non-dominant hand as a guide for the tip of
the rasp or file. Use a light pressure as you
shape the wood with your tool. One-handed
use is possible using movements similar to
those you’d make with a carving knife, holding
your workpiece in your non-dominant hand
and pushing your tool with the other. Whether
using the tool with one hand or two, use
pressure to cut only on the push stroke, lift
slightly to retract and then take another stroke. Two-handed use
Do not try to cut on the pull stroke or drag
the tool on the wood as you pull your arms
back – this will clog and dull your tool over
time. After every few strokes, as the teeth
become clogged, use a file brush with plastic
or other soft – not metal – bristles to clean
out the chips. For care, clean it very well after
each use and occasionally give it a spritz of oil
and a quick wipe with your oil-cloth.
While trying to think of a good starter
project for your newly acquired rasp and files,
I landed on making a sculpted spoon. Using
fairly basic techniques, you can turn out a
beautiful spoon in just a few hours. I decided
to resurrect one of my first attempts at spoon
carving, a project I’d abandoned halfway
through that somehow escaped the burn pile
for the last several months in a row. I used it
File and rasp brush
as an example simply because it was horribly
ugly. Rasps give you a lot of artistic freedom
as you carefully and slowly remove wood.
Rasps are a lot more forgiving than knives
with regard to grain direction, so sculpting
with a rasp tends to bring out the design in
one’s mind much better than a knife when it
comes to less practised hands. Using only the
255mm, 9 grain Auriou and its competitor of
the same grain, size and shape – simply for
comparison’s sake – I turned this piece from a
hack job to a sculpted spoon.

Practising using a rasp

While it is very possible to use rasps on wet
From total hack job…
wood, it is much easier and better for your
tools to practise on dry wood, so when it
comes to making your own sculpted spoon,
you can resurrect an old abandoned attempt
or just grab a scrap piece of timber, bandsaw
out your basic shape, carve a bowl and then
grab your rasps to finish the job. I followed the
rasps with a file and then gave it a quick sand
before applying some oil. F&C

One-handed use

... to totally passable sculpted spoon using one rasp

Supplier details
Contact: Auriou tools
Web: www.classichandtools.com
Contact: Corradi Shop
Web: www.corradishop.com
Contact: Lee Valley Tools
Web: www.leevalley.com
Contact: Nicholson Files & Saws
Web: www.nicholsontool.com
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After a quick filing, sanding and oil
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